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Nanostructured carbon-based materials hold great promise as field emission (FE) 
cathodes for integrated FE devices.  These materials display remarkable FE properties as 
a consequence of their unique chemical and physical properties.  Among this class of 
materials, the vertically aligned carbon nanofiber (VACNF) is exceptional in that its 
synthesis can be deterministically controlled.  This has enabled the characterization of the 
FE properties of individual VACNF grown on Si substrates.  The results of these studies 
indicate that the VACNF is an excellent candidate for integrated FE electron sources 
where the generation of a focused electron beam from a microscale structure is required. 
In this dissertation, the design, fabrication and characterization of FE electron 
sources using single VACNF cathodes is presented.  This work emphasized the 
construction of devices using standard wafer-scale microfabrication techniques.  
Consequently, the compatibility of VACNF with these processes was explored in detail.  
Results showed that the VACNF could be incorporated into well established processes 
for synthesizing integrated FE electron sources.   
Gated cathode electron sources and sources incorporating an integrated 
electrostatic focusing electrode were designed using single carbon nanofiber cathodes.  
Numerical simulations of the device structures were performed to analyze the electric 
field structure within the devices.  Following fabrication of these devices, testing was 
performed to verify device operation demonstrating their functionality. 
v 
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1.1 Fundamentals of field emission 
 
 Field emission (FE) is a quantum mechanical phenomenon in which electrons 
tunnel through a potential barrier at the surface of a condensed phase into another phase, 
usually a vacuum, as a result of the application of a large electrostatic field [1-3] . This 
field produces a potential barrier whose extent in spatial dimensions is limited enough to 
yield a finite probability of electron transmission.  This is shown schematically in figure 
1-1 for conductive materials.  The dotted line indicates the ideal shape of the barrier in 
the absence of an applied electric field.  The height of the barrier is defined as the work 
function, φ, and is equal to the energy required to remove an electron from the Fermi 
level, EF, of the metal to a rest position just outside the material, commonly referred to as 
the vacuum level.  Typically, φ is given in units of electron volts (eV).   
From classical electrodynamics it is well known that an electron situated a finite 
distance from the surface of an ideal conductor is attracted to it by the so-called “image” 








−   (1-1) 
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Figure 1-1: Band diagram description of field emission from a metal [3]. 
 
where q is the elementary charge, 0ε  is the permitivity of vacuum and the positive z axis 
is assumed to point outward from the metal.  The dashed line in figure 1-1 indicates the 
resultant deformation of the field-free potential barrier. 
The shape of the barrier in the presence of an external electric field is depicted as 
the solid line in figure 1-1.  The shape clearly deviates from the field free case with the 
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where E is the applied external field. 
Detailed knowledge of the shape of the energy barrier enables the calculation of 
the probability that an electron with a given energy will tunnel through the barrier [3].  
By integrating this probability function multiplied by an electron population density 
function in a given range of electron energies, an expression for the emitted current as a 
function of E can be obtained.  This expression is commonly referred to as the Fowler-
Nordheim equation and is given as follows: 
 
( )
























α  (1-3) 
 
where α is the emission site area in units of cm2, h is Planck’s constant, m is the electron 
mass, φφ∆=y  and t(y)  and v(y) are the Nordheim elliptic functions.  It should be noted 
that, to first order, t2(y) = 1.1 and v(y) = 0.95-y2. 
 
1.1.1 Field emission electron sources 
 
Typical FE sources consist of refractory metals formed into high aspect ratio 
points with tip diameters on the order of 1 µm.  A circular electrode with an aperture 
from 100 µm to 1 mm is usually placed within close proximity to the tip to apply a high 
intensity symmetric electric field on the cathode material to initiate electron emission. 
This is performed inside a vacuum chamber operated in the high to ultra-high vacuum 
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(UHV) regime where the mean free path of the electron is sufficiently large to permit 
travel of emitted electrons without scattering.  The emitted beam may pass through 
various types of apertures or lens elements to attain a tightly focused spot or it may be 
emitted directly into some other type of material.  This type of source is used in most 
high-resolution electron microscopes due to its high brightness and low energy spread [2]. 
The concept of integrated cold cathode FE devices was proposed in the early 
1960s by Shoulders [4] and first demonstrated experimentally by Spindt, et al, in 1968 
[5].  Spindt’s group showed that atomically sharp refractory metal tips formed by a novel 
physical vapor deposition (PVD) technique could be fabricated into functional microscale 
electrostatic electron gun structures (refer to figure 1-2).  This process resulted in the 
creation of operational FE cathodes with Mo emitter tips that could be switched on and 
off via an electrode placed in close proximity to the tip, commonly referred to as the gate 
electrode.  These devices showed stable and reproducible operation in UHV 
environments.  Furthermore, it was found that the behavior of these devices could be 
described by the Fowler-Nordheim model of FE.   
For analysis of a single microfabricated field emission electron source, equation 
1-3 is typically expressed as  
 









Figure 1-2: Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of a microfabricated FE device 
using Spindt tips [3]. 
 
( )( ) ( )2/126 /4.10exp/1042.1 φφβα −×=A  (1-5) 
( )( ) βφ /1044.6 2/37×=B    (1-6) 
 
and Vg  is the voltage applied to the gate electrode in V.  β  is often referred to as the field 
enhancement factor defined as E divided by the voltage applied to the gate electrode, Vg, 
given in units of cm-1.  It is clear from this mathematical description that high values of β 
and low values of φ translate into increased emitted current at lower values of E [3].   
Experimentally observed values of electron emission current can be plotted with 
respect to gate voltage in Fowler-Nordheim coordinates, ( )2/ln gVI  vs. .  This 
provides a means of analyzing the performance of the FE device under test.  The electron 
gV/1
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current in the emission region will appear as a straight line on this plot.  The values of the 
Fowler-Nordheim constants, A and B, can be extracted from this plot where A is related 
to the intercept and B is related to the slope [3].  Once these two parameters have been 
obtained it is possible to calculate α and β given a fixed value of φ.   
 
1.2 Electronic materials for microfabricated cold cathode FE sources 
 
Since Spindt’s original work, an enormous amount of research has been 
performed on the development of cathode materials suitable for microfabricated FE 
device applications [3].  Ideally such a material should have the following characteristics 
 
• low threshold field, Eth, for initiation of electron emission 
• high emitted current density  
• resistance to sputtering by residual gasses in the operating environment 
• low current noise 
• uniformity in operating characteristics 
 
A description of the ideal FE cathode material would be remiss without 
considering the target application.  The prospect of constructing high luminosity, large 
viewing angle flat panel FE displays (FED) has been the driving force for much of the 
microfabricated FE device research.  Other applications include x-ray tubes, microwave 
power tubes, high frequency electronic device components and electron sources for 
6 
electron microscopy and electron beam lithography.  The latter two applications are of 
particular interest in the construction of instruments that have numerous electron columns 
operating simultaneously.  Such instruments could alleviate throughput limitations 
inherent to systems capable of producing single electron beams [6].  Consequently, these 
two applications require cathode materials that must meet more stringent operating 
characteristics; in addition to the qualities enumerated above they must also be capable of 
being incorporated into device structures that produce a highly collimated emitted beam 
of electrons.  This stipulates that the cathode must have a consistent emission site.  
Furthermore, the placement of this point within the electron gun structure must be 
deterministically controlled.  Ideally, the electrodes present in the device structure for 
extracting and focusing the emitted electrons should be concentric with the point of 
emission. This produces a uniform electric field around the point of emission and 
facilitates the design of the electrostatic lens elements incorporated into the device.  
 
1.2.1 Field emission from nanostructured carbon-based materials 
 
While many groups continue to employ Spindt’s process for generating 
microfabricated FE device structures, several have investigated the use of other metals, 
semiconductors, exotic thin films and combinations of all three in the hopes of realizing 
an ideal cathode material [3].  Recently FE of electrons from nanostructured carbon-
based materials including graphitic thin films [7], single- and multi-walled carbon 
nanotubes (CNTs) [8-11] and carbon nanofibers (CNF) [12-15] has been an area of 
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intense investigation.  This body of research indicates that these materials display many 
of the most desirable qualities discussed above.  The nanostructure present in these 
materials yields high values of β and causes an unusually large enhancement of the local 
electric field leading to a marked decrease in the value of Eth.  Several groups have 
observed current densities on the order of 1x105 A/cm2 from this class of materials—
several orders of magnitude higher than values reported from other microfabricated FE 
cathodes [3] .  Furthermore, graphitic carbon has the lowest sputter yield of any material 
allowing it to survive in less than ideal environments.  Derivatives of this material used as 
FE cathodes show high resistance to damage from bombardment by residual gasses in 
chambers with operational pressures as high as 10-5 torr [16].   
Most of the work on nanostructured graphitic carbon-based materials has focused 
on measurements of the FE properties of these materials deposited or grown onto a 
variety of flat substrates using a vast array of different deposition and measurement 
techniques.  Comparatively little work has been presented on the integration of these 
cathode materials into microfabricated electron gun structures.   
 
1.2.2 Thin film carbon-based gated cathodes 
 
Microfabricated FE devices using Mo and Si tips coated with various carbides, 
graphitic and diamond-like-carbon thin films have been explored by several groups with 
a variety of outcomes [3].  Typically, a reduction in Eth is observed in device operation 
but it is not clear what accounts for this phenomenon.  It is likely that the film is only 
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serving to enhance nanostructure at the tips of these devices while increasing their ability 
to survive at higher operating pressures.  While these are favorable outcomes, a 
significant amount of complexity is added to the device fabrication process to incorporate 
these films.  Many such layers are easily damaged by standard microfabrication processes 
such as reactive ion etching (RIE) and wet chemical etching.  This limits the application 
of these films in device applications. 
Busta, et al, successfully demonstrated a field emission device that uses a thin 
film of nanocrystalline graphite (NCG) as the FE cathode in a “tipless” configuration [7].  
This FE device was fabricated by depositing 10 nm of NCG into a dielectric well on top 
of n-type Si (refer to figure 1-3).   This technique eliminates the issue of process 
integration from the device fabrication by performing the deposition in the final 
processing step.  The emission was believed to be taking place at the grain boundaries of 
the NCG film and displayed turn on voltages, Vth, on the order of 40–60 V.  The nature of 
the emission was found to agree with the Fowler–Nordheim model assuming that strong 
field enhancement was taking place at the emission sites. 
 
1.2.3 Carbon nanotube based gated cathodes 
 
The field emission properties of carbon nanotubes have been thoroughly 
investigated over the passed 6 years.  Due to the small radius of curvature, extremely 




Figure 1-3: SEM image of a “tipless” FE device demonstrated by Busta [17] using a 
nanocrystalline graphite cathode. 
 
likely that emission is restricted to a very limited region of the CNT making it an ideal 
source for applications where a highly collimated beam of electrons is desired.  While 
patterned cathodes with single or very few CNTs per tip have been fabricated, the 
incorporation of a single CNT emitter in a microfabricated FE device has yet to be 
demonstrated.  For applications where the emitted spot size is not critical, mats of CNT 
material may be a suitable cathode material. 
Xu and Brandes presented data on the first operating CNT-based gated cathode 
device in 1998 employing disordered mats of multi-walled CNTs (MWNT) grown within 
electrostatic gating structures by thermal chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [18].  Wang, 
et al, reported the operation of a similar device fabricated by a novel technique using a 
paste of CNT material and conductive epoxy deposited into microfabricated well 
10 
structures [19].  Lee, et al, recently reported on the operation of gated cathode structures 
similar to those demonstrated by Xu and Brandes with minor improvements in the 
structure fabrication process and increased control of the in situ MWNT growth step [20].  
Recently, Hsu and Shaw have incorporated CVD grown CNT material with etched Si tip 
emitters to produce gated FE devices with a limited number of MWNT emitters [21] 
(refer to figure 1-4). 
The CNT material in the gated cathode structures referenced above is likely to 
contain numerous FE sites; there are multiple CNT tips in each cathode and there is 
evidence that FE can occur from sites located along the walls.  While all of these devices 
possess operating characteristics desirable in any FE device, specifically low Eth and high 
emitted current, these fabrication processes offer no way to precisely control the location 
or density of the emission sites within the device.  As discussed above, these factors 
complicate the construction of FE devices that produce a well-focused emitted electron 
beam.  Moreover, device uniformity can be very poor as a consequence of this lack of 
control [22].  
 
1.2.4 Carbon nanofiber based gated cathodes 
 
The vertically aligned carbon nanofiber (VACNF) offers some advantages over 
single and multiwalled CNT material for FE cathode applications.  VACNF growth is 
catalytically controlled so that the presence or absence of a fiber at a given location is 







Figure 1-4:  CNT based FE device demonstrated by Hsu and Shaw [21] fabricated by 
depositing CNT growth catalyst onto a prefabricated array of Si FE cathodes. 
12 
 catalyst deposition, and by appropriately controlling subsequent plasma etching and 
growth conditions, fiber growth becomes deterministic allowing one to control the 
location, height and diameter of the VACNF (refer to figure 1-5).  Consequently, 
VACNFs can be grown as isolated individual cathodes and in very large patterned arrays 
[12-15].  Further work has shown that the shape of the fibers can be tailored during the 
growth process resulting in conical, cylindrical and cylinder-on-cone geometries [23].   
FE properties of individual VACNFs have been measured with a moveable 
current probe capable of positioning a 2-µm diameter probe tip above an individual 
VACNF with submicron accuracy [13,15].  FE measurements conducted in a vacuum 
chamber operating at 5x10-7 torr revealed that isolated VACNFs are good field emitters 
with emission threshold fields of 15-50 V/µm, and that emission can be spatially uniform 
over large areas of relatively sparse regions of randomly spaced VACNFs [12,14].  
Isolated VACNFs have displayed stable emission for over 175 hours (the longest period 
of test) of continuous 10 nA operation at vacuum levels of 10-6 torr. FE current versus 
voltage (I-V) analysis has shown a maximum measured FE current exceeding 5 µA 
without any degradation to the VACNF tip [13].  This corresponds to a current density on 
the order of 500 kA/cm2.  The FE I-V characteristics of isolated VACNFs typically 
display Fowler- Nordheim tunneling behavior. 
In situ growth of VACNF into prefabricated electrostatic gating structures was 
first demonstrated by Guillorn et al (refer to figure 1-6) [24].  While this technique is 
capable of realizing device structures, there are some disadvantages to this process.  
Primarily, the DC plasma discharge used to grow the VACNFs was found to cause 

























Figure 1-6: SEM image of a microfabricated FE device with a single VACNF cathode 
grown in situ [24]. 
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placing an electrostatic potential on the gate during VACNF growth at the cost of 
introducing complexity into the process.  The necessity to bias the gate during growth 
decreased the potential of scaling this process to wafer level production, a necessary 
capability for practical applications. 
Pirio, et al, used a variant of this process to fabricate gated cathode structures with 
multiple VACNF emitters on each cathode [25] (refer to figure 1-7).  This work 
demonstrated that arrays of such devices displayed FE characteristics that agreed with the 
Fowler-Nordheim model with values of Vth as low as 10 V.  The presence of multiple 
VACNF on the cathode negates the advantage of using the VACNF for this type of 
device, and provided no advantage over CNT-based devices.  In a later work, the ability 
to fabricate devices with single, low-quality VACNF cathodes was demonstrated using 
this technique [26].  However, proof of the functionality of these devices has not been 
published in the open literature. 
 
1.3 Dissertation objective 
 
This thesis presents research related to the design, fabrication and characterization 
of functional microfabricated FE electron gun structures using single VACNF cathodes.  
The primary goal of this work is to demonstrate devices with VACNF cathodes that 
incorporate integrated electrostatic focusing electrodes.  Chapter 2 discusses aspects of 
VACNF growth as they pertain to the fabrication of FE cathodes.  A discussion of the 








Figure 1-7: SEM image of a microfabricated FE device with multiple VACNF grown in 
situ [25]. 
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that govern the synthesis of the VACNF.  This chapter concludes with a brief discussion 
of the design and construction of the apparatus used to perform VACNF growth. 
 The incorporation of VACNF into standard microfabrication processes is 
discussed in Chapter 3.  The interaction of VACNF with polymer, metallic and insulating 
materials deposited by spin casting, PVD, and PECVD is discussed qualitatively.  The 
response of VACNF to wet and dry etching processes and planarization techniques is 
described in this chapter. 
The design of electron gun structures using single VACNF cathodes is treated in 
Chapter 4.  This chapter begins with a detailed review of the field emission properties of 
isolated VACNF.  This information is then incorporated into the design of gated cathode 
and triode electron sources using single VACNF cathodes.  The specification of various 
physical features of these devices is discussed and their impact on device operation is 
treated with a combination of analytical and numerical techniques.  This chapter 
concludes with finite element analysis based models of the focusing behavior of VACNF 
electron sources using integrated focusing electrodes. 
Chapter 5 details the fabrication processes used to construct the devices described 
in Chapter 4.  The thin film deposition, etching and analysis techniques required to 
realize these devices is discussed along with the different processing methodologies 
employed throughout this work.  In particular, the use of lithographic and non-
lithographic pattern definition techniques is discussed as they pertain to the construction 
of the gating and focusing electrodes of the devices.   
The experimental characterization of single VACNF cathode electron gun 
structures is discussed in Chapter 6.  This chapter begins with a discussion of the 
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instrumentation used to test the device structures.  The dc I-V performance of gated 
cathode structures is presented.  Images of the emitted beam generated from these devices 
are used in conjunction with Fowler-Nordheim analysis of I-V data to gain an 
understanding of the emission mechanism of VACNF.  Additionally, the dc I-V data 
obtained from triode sources is presented.  This chapter concludes with a verification of 
beam focusing using a series of images obtained during triode source operation under 
different focusing conditions. 
Conclusions drawn from this work are detailed in Chapter 7.  A discussion of a 
method to extend the fabrication techniques to create devices with greater numbers of 
focusing elements is presented.  Finally, potential applications of the science and 




Growth of VACNF for FE applications 
 
2.1 Overview of catalytic carbon nanostructure growth 
 
Catalytic growth of filamentous carbon has a history that spans several decades. 
Catalytically grown carbon nanofibers were studied in great detail by Baker in the mid 
1980s [27].  A decade later, Ren used PECVD to synthesize nanofibers and found that 
they can be prepared aligned along the electric field lines present in the dark space of the 
plasma sheath [28].  Since that time myriad studies on the growth of VACNF have been 
conducted [29].  What follows is a review of VACNF growth as it pertains to 
synthesizing cathodes for microfabricated FE sources.   
 
2.2 Choice of growth substrate  
 
The choice of substrate material depends on the type of discharge used during the 
PECVD growth process.  For dc discharges, a conductive substrate must be used to 
prevent the plasma from extinguishing unexpectedly.  Secondary electrons from the 
cathode surface generated during the impact of energetic ions are required to sustain the 
discharge.  The yield of secondary electrons from nonconductive substrates is usually 
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insufficient for this purpose [30].  While this need for a conductive substrate typically is 
not required for rf discharge PECVD, a conductive contact to the VACNF is required for 
the purpose of creating a field emission cathode.  It should also be noted that the substrate 
must be capable of surviving the growth temperature required to produce VACNF.  
Process temperatures from 400 °C to 900 °C have been reported [29].  Obviously, 
substrates sensitive to temperatures in this range are not useful. 
 
2.3 VACNF growth catalyst 
 
VACNF growth is mediated by a transition metal catalyst.  This catalyst may take 
the form of a thin film or powder and is typically composed of Fe, Ni or Ni/Fe alloy.  
These materials are chosen because they each possess a moderately low temperature 
eutectic with carbon.  While powders are extremely useful in the bulk synthesis of 
catalytically grown materials, they offer little to the construction of nano-/microscale 
devices and structures primarily because they are difficult to pattern using 
microlithography.  In contrast, thin film processing is an integral part of most 
microfabrication technologies; they can be readily deposited and patterned using a 
multitude of techniques.  For the purposes of this text, the subject of VACNF growth 
from thin films will be broken down into two categories: blanket coatings and patterned 
films.  In the case of blanket coatings, the catalyst material is deposited directly onto an 
appropriate substrate for VACNF growth.  Further lithographic patterning of this film is 
not performed.   
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A buffer layer may be deposited onto the substrate prior to the catalyst deposition.  
This layer is often used to prevent unwanted reactions between the substrate and catalyst 
materials.  For example, the formation of  Ni silicide can complicate the VACNF 
synthesis process [31], and a layer of Ti is often deposited as a buffer layer between Si 
substrates and Ni catalyst.  The Ti reacts with the Si to form a Ti silicide, leaving the Ni 
free to react with the carbon.  It is worth noting that this layer is not required if a thin 
layer of SiO2 (<20Å), often referred to as native oxide, is present on the substrate surface 
before deposition of the catalyst.  
For PECVD grown VACNFs, the substrates are placed into a reactor capable of 
achieving a suitable base pressure, typically on the order of 20 mTorr.  Once this pressure 
is attained an annealing process is conducted at a temperature ranging between the 
growth temperature, nominally 700 °C, and roughly half that temperature.  It is common 
to initiate a plasma discharge of NH3 or H2 during this process.  A combination of 
thermal energy and ion bombardment contribute to the development of discrete particles, 
a critical step in VACNF growth, from the continuous film [32].   To first order, each 
particle is responsible for nucleating a single fiber.  The particles can range in sizes from 
less than 50 nm to greater than 200 nm, with inter-particle spacing ranging from less than 
100 nm to several microns.  Both of these parameters can be controlled by the thickness 
of the catalyst film, the presence or absence of an adhesion layer between the film and the 
substrate, the substrate material and the annealing process parameters.  For the purpose of 
illustration, the effect of varying the catalyst film thickness on the formation of discrete 








Figure 2-1: SEM images showing the effect of varying the deposited thickness of thin 
film catalyst for VACNF growth following plasma annealing treatment [32].  Thinner 
films (a) lead to smaller particles and an increased density of potential VACNF 
nucleation sites.  Thicker films (f) lead to the formation of fewer and larger particles. 
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Growth of VACNF from patterned catalyst films follows the description given 
above until the dimensions of the pattern are scaled below 1 µm.  As the geometry of the 
pattern is restricted, particle formation during the pre-growth annealing process (refer to 
figure 2-2) becomes more discrete.  Eventually the size of the pattern is such that only a 
single particle is formed, nucleating a single nanofiber [31].  The factors determining this 
size threshold will be discussed in greater detail in a subsequent section. 
 
2.4 Growth mechanism 
 
After the formation of discrete particles, the carbonaceous source and an etchant 
gases are introduced into the chamber.  Acetylene is commonly used for the 
carbonaceous source gas.  However, a variety of other gases can be used for this purpose 
without significantly affecting the growth process [29].  NH3 or H2 are commonly used 
for etchant gases.  Hydrogen and N radicals react with carbon in both vapor and solid 
phase.   NH3 is more commonly used than H2 for safety reasons.  A potential drawback of 
this practice is that N can become incorporated into the fiber body [33].  Rigorous 
characterization of the electrical and mechanical properties of VACNF as a function of N 
content has not been performed at this time. 
If NH3 or H2 plasma is used during the annealing process, the carbonaceous gas 
can simply be added to the reactor without interrupting the discharge.  Positively charged 
carbon radicals generated in the plasma are accelerated toward the substrate in the 





Figure 2-2: SEM images showing the effect of varying the diameter of lithographically 
patterned catalyst sites following the plasma annealing process [31].  Larger diameter 
patterns lead to the formation of multiple catalyst particles (a).  Reducing the diameter 
leads to fewer particles (b) and eventually a single particle (c). 
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 catalyst diffuse through it as illustrated in figure 2-3 (a) and (b).  This carbon can 
precipitate out of the particle at a variety of locations.  Various discharge parameters and 
the gas mixture provide control over this process [34].  Precipitation of the carbon at the 
bottom of the particle causes the particle to lift up from the substrate (illustrated in figure 
2-3 (c)).  The catalyst particle acquires a negative charge in the plasma.  Consequently, 
the electrostatic forces within the plasma sheath act on the particle causing nanofiber 
growth parallel to the electric field lines.  The interaction between the catalyst particle 
and the electric field is critical in forming a vertically aligned carbon nanostructure and 
will be discussed in greater detail in a subsequent section of this text.   
The carbon layers formed beneath the catalyst take the shape of the bottom of the 
catalyst particle.  A ‘v’ or cup shaped particle is a common occurrence and leads to the 
formation of a ‘herring bone’ or ‘bamboo’ structure within the fiber.  A TEM image 
showing the internal structure of VACNF removed from the growth substrate is shown in 
figure 2-4.  It should be noted that rounder particles lead to the formation of straighter 
sidewalls that resemble true MWNT material.  However, formation of defect free 
vertically aligned MWNT material via the PECVD process has not been reported. 
The diffusion and precipitation process continues forming a carbon column 
beneath the catalyst.  Simultaneously, etchant radicals present in the plasma physically 
and chemically etch available carbon in the vapor and solid phase.  These species serve to 
remove carbon that precipitates on the substrate.  The positively charged etchant radicals 
are directional as a consequence of the discharge, enabling the catalyst particle to 










Figure 2-3: VACNF growth by PECVD.  (a) Carbonaceous radicals arrive at the catalyst 
particle and begin to diffuse through it.  (b) Carbon precipitates at the bottom of the 
particle causing it to lift up from the substrate. (c) This process continues, forming a 








Figure 2-4: TEM image showing the internal structure of VACNF [31].  These fibers 
were grown on a Si substrate, removed mechanically and placed onto a lacey carbon 
TEM grid. The dark areas on the right are the Ni catalyst particle.  The internal structure 
of the VACNF can be seen as a repeating replica of the bottom of the particle. 
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As mentioned above, the feedstock for VACNF growth consists mainly of 
carbonaceous radicals formed in the plasma.  Consequently, the growth rate increases 
dramatically by changing the radical transport mechanism from diffusive to forced flow.  
This can be accomplished by increasing the gas flow in the direction perpendicular to the 
substrate.  Growth rates of several-hundred nm/min can be achieved under these 
conditions [35]. 
 
2.5 Alignment mechanism 
 
A direct correlation exists between the alignment of CNFs and the location of the 
catalyst particle during CNF growth process.  As discussed above, the catalyst particle 
undergoes a lifting process during the growth.  Once this occurs, the particle follows the 
path of the electric field lines present in the plasma sheath.  This type of growth is 
referred to as “tip-growth” in the literature and leads to vertical alignment irrespective of 
the density of CNFs on the substrate.  During growth studies by Merkulov et al, it was 
observed that particles could fail to lift from the substrate resulting in a “base-type” 
growth mode [36].  This type of CNF tends to grow in random orientations unless the 
density of fibers is so great that vertical alignment occurs due to “crowding” or Van der 
Waals forces. 
A model to explain the alignment process of VACNF was proposed by Merkulov 
and coworkers [36].  In essence, this model described the alignment as a result of a 
feedback mechanism associated with a non-uniform stress (part tensile, part compressive) 
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that is created across the interface of the catalyst particle with the CNF due to 
electrostatic forces (refer to figure 2-5).  Further work by Melechko showed that the 
transition between tip and base growth modes could be achieved by controlling the 
kinetics of the growth process without changing the substrate, catalyst materials, source 
gases or type of discharge [34]. In particular, the flow ratio of the carbonaceous and 
etchant gasses was found to play an integral role in determining the growth mode as well 
as the process pressure. 
 
2.6 Growth of isolated single VACNF from patterned catalyst particles 
 
Field emission is extremely sensitive to the geometry of the cathode.  High aspect 
ratio features experience a geometric field enhancement at their apex resulting in a 
significant deformation of the potential barrier present there.  This results in an increased 
probability that electrons will tunnel from the tip into the vacuum.  In applications where 
a single source of electrons is desired (e.g. electron microscopy or lithography), it is a 
requirement that only a single point capable of producing a field emission current exist at 
each cathode site.  For this reason, the control of the number of VACNF grown at a given 
site is critical.   
Restriction of the geometry of patterned catalyst particles, in general, leads to the 
formation of a single VACNF.  However, this is not the sole determining factor.  The pre-
growth etching performed in some VACNF growth process often split catalyst particles 




Figure 2-5: Alignment mechanism of carbon nanofibers [36]. If a CNF grows vertically 
(along the electric-field lines), electrostatic force F creates a uniform tensile stress across 
the entire catalyst particle/nanofiber interface, regardless of whether the particle is 
located at the tip (a) or at the base (b). If during the growth the CNF starts to bend due to 
spatial fluctuations in carbon precipitation at the particle/nanofiber interface, nonuniform 
stresses are created at the particle/nanofiber interface. For the nanoparticles at the tip (c) 
and at the base (d) the stresses are distributed in the opposite way, which leads to the 
nanofiber alignment in the first (c) but not in the second (d) case. White ellipses indicate 
the interface regions where the stresses occur. 
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reliably form single VACNF at each catalyst site, yet is not a total solution to this 
problem.  Growth performed with no pre-growth etching still results in multiple fibers at 
a significant fraction of catalyst sites. 
Buffer layers can also play a role in determining the number of particles formed at 
a given catalyst site.  As discussed above, Ti is typically used as a buffer layer for Ni 
catalyst on Si.  However, Ni whets very poorly on Ti silicide.  This encourages the 
formation of multiple catalyst particles and, ultimately, multiple fibers.  This property 
also results in catalyst particles that nucleate the growth of a VACNF located some 
distance away from the original catalyst site.  A combination of the high relative surface 
energy of the Ti silicide island and the energetic bombardment of the particle in the 
plasma cause it to move away from the original patterned site.  While a single fiber often 
grows at this location, the control over the precise location of the VACNF is lost.  In the 
construction of microscale electron guns the placement of the cathode within the device 
structure is of great importance, making this type of growth unsuitable for this 
application.  As mentioned above, thin layers of SiO2 formed on the surface of Si under 
standard temperature and pressure have been shown to be the best buffer layers for 
forming single VACNF from a variety of different diameter catalyst particles.  This 
prevents silicide formation as well as movement of the catalyst particle during growth. 
The aspect ratio of the catalyst particle also plays a part in determining the 
number of VACNF formed at a given catalyst site.  This is especially true for VACNF 
grown from catalyst with diameters above 250 nm.  For patterns with diameters close to 
500 nm, increasing the catalyst thickness by a factor of 10 from 100 Å to 1000 Å can 
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result in the formation of single VACNF using a native SiO2 buffer layer and no pre-
growth etching [37].   
The disadvantage of using catalyst patterns of larger size is that the fibers must be 
grown to significant heights in order to achieve sub 100 nm diameter tips.  Heights of 10-
20 µm are needed in most cases (refer to figure 2-6).  This renders the construction of 
integrated microscale electron guns impossible.  Traditional thin film processing is not 
compatible with high aspect ratio features of this size.  VACNF of this type are not 
without application; probes for biological applications have been demonstrated using 
fibers of this geometry [38].   
 
2.7 Control of VACNF geometry 
 
One distinctive feature of high quality carbon nanotubes is that regardless of 
length, the shape of a single tube is cylindrical.  While defects may occur, this remains 
true for both single and multiwalled tubes.  In contrast, the shape of VACNF can be 
controlled during the synthesis process dynamically creating a structure that can be nearly 
cylindrical, conical or combinations of the two shapes [23]. 
The growth of VACNF discussed above essentially details a 1-D growth model.  
Carbon diffusing through the catalyst particle precipitates out the bottom nucleating a 
cylindrical structure.  However, most VACNF are at least somewhat conical in shape, i.e. 





Figure 2-6: SEM images of VACNF grown from 500 nm diameter catalyst patterns taken 
at 30 ° from normal incidence [37].  While arrays of single VACNF can be formed (a), 
heights in excess of 10 µm are required in order to achieve sub 500 nm diameter tips (b).  
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fundamental explanations for this fact.  The first has to do with an effective shrinking of 
the catalyst particle [39].  While it is thermodynamically impossible to expend a catalyst 
in an ideal chemical reaction, bombardment of the catalyst particle by energetic ions 
gradually sputters away material.  This reduction in particle size manifests itself as a 
tapering of the VACNF.  Carried out to an extreme the particle can be removed from the 
tip entirely.  If arrested at this time, an extremely sharp VACNF will result.  Continuation 
of the growth process beyond this point results in a blunt jagged looking tip.  Without the 
catalyst to continue growth and shield the structure beneath it, the VACNF become badly 
withered (i.e. attacked by the etchant gas) relatively quickly.  This phenomenon is 
demonstrated in a series of SEM images shown in figure 2-7. 
The second means by which conical VACNF occur can be explained by a lateral 
growth mechanism that is not catalytic in nature.   As discussed previously, the presence 
of an etchant source gas is required during VACNF growth.  This serves to remove 
unwanted carbon films formed on the substrate.  By adjusting the ratio of etchant to 
carbonaceous gases it is possible to precipitate carbon along the outer walls of the 
VACNF without forming a significant film on the substrate [23].  The reactive species 
responsible for etching (H and N ions) are directional in nature and are not effective in 
removing material along the walls of the VACNF (refer to figure 2-8). 
Control of the gas ratio can result in VACNF with a variety of cone angles 
ranging from approximately 60 ° to 88 ° (refer to figure 2-9 (b) and (c)).  Dynamic 
control of this parameter can lead to the formation of VACNF with multiple 




Figure 2-7: SEM images of the same VACNF prepared using 40 nm thick Ni catalyst 
after total growth time of: (a) 15 min, (b)–(c) 30 min, (d)–(e) 60 min, and (f) 90 min. 
Images (c) and (e) are close-ups of the VACNC tip from images (b) and (d), respectively 
[39].  It is clear that once the catalyst particle is completely removed the VACNF 





Figure 2-8: Schematic representation of the growth of (a) a carbon nanofiber using 
conventional thermal CVD, (b) a VACNF produced using PECVD, and (c) a conical 







Figure 2-9: SEM images of conical VACNF taken at 45 ° from normal incidence.  (a) 
Arrays of conical VACNF can be produced with varying cone angles (b) and (c).  
Dynamic control of the gas ratio used in the PECVD process can result in single VACNF 
regions displaying distinctly different cone angles [23]. 
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on-cone geometry demonstrated by Merkulov [23].  In this work, a conical VACNF was 
produced during the first phase of the growth process.  After adjustment of the gas ratio, a 
cylindrical fiber was produced at the tip of the conical VACNF (refer to figure 2-9 (d)).  
This geometry may offer some advantages in terms of mechanical stability.  The wide 
base provides a robust connection to the substrate while the sharp cylindrical tip affords 
the same advantages as a purely cylindrical VACNF. 
 
2.8 Effect of the electric field on VACNF alignment 
 
Modulation of the electric field within the plasma sheath can cause changes in the 
alignment of the VACNF.  This can occur both intentionally, when the alignment of the 
fiber is being deterministically modified, and unintentionally.  In the intentional case, a 
conductive object can be placed into the sheath resulting in a distortion of the electric 
field between the two electrodes of the reactor [40].  The equipotential planes will 
conform to the shape of the foreign object resulting in a spatially varying electric field.  
The electric field lines in these regions may vary from 0 ° to 90 ° depending on the local 
geometry.  In general, CNF grow along the electric field lines.  Movement of the sample 
into and out of regions experiencing this distortion can result in single CNF aligned in 
varying directions.  An example of this is shown in figure 2-10. 
Use of substrates coated with various metallic thin films has been explored [41].  
In some cases substrates coated with films that sputter easily have resulted in fibers that 






Figure 2-10: (a) Illustration of the effect of deterministic modulation of the electric field 
on VACNF alignment [40].  (b) Fibers grown close to the edge of the sample holder grow 
at angles significantly different from those grown closer to the center or at intermediate 
points (c).   
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the morphology of the film was dramatically altered during the NH3 plasma etch process 
used before VACNF growth.  For Ti and Pt coated wafers this created pits and mounds 
measuring several hundred nanometers from the mean surface height.  It is believed that 
the resultant changes in the local electric field were responsible for the seemingly 
unaligned growth of the VACNF.  Thin films of metals that are more difficult to sputter, 
Cr, W, and Mo, have all been used as coatings for VACNF growth without observing this 
effect [41-43]. 
 
2.9 Wafer scale growth 
 
The fact that VACNF can be deterministically synthesized through the growth 
process creates enormous opportunities for integration of fibers in micro and nanoscale 
device and sensor systems.  The materials processing techniques used to realize such 
systems were developed primarily for Si-based microelectronic circuit manufacturing.  
Consequently, to exploit these techniques for unconventional purposes it is necessary to 
process substrates with similar properties and dimensions as conventional Si wafers.  
This has more to do with the handling of the substrate than it does with the actual 
physical processes performed on the substrate.  For cleanliness reasons, most 
microfabrication equipment is robotically loaded.  The handling of pieces or wafers less 
than 4” in diameter is almost impossible on these types of systems.   
As discussed above, Si is a common substrate for VACNF growth.  The only 
barrier to integrating VACNF growth with other microfabrication processes is scaling the 
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process to accommodate whole standard sized wafers as substrates. This can be reduced 
to an issue of appropriate growth reactor design.  Once such a reactor is constructed the 
appropriate process parameters can be found to produce high quality VACNF.   
PECVD systems are commonplace in microfabrication facilities.  However, most 
of these systems are limited in terms of the range of temperatures at which they can 
operate.  Most commercially available systems have a maximum operating temperature 
of 400 ° C.  While some VACNF growth studies have been conducted at this temperature 
and lower, there has been little work on exploring temperatures below 500 °C.  Growth of 
isolated single VACNF from patterned catalyst at these temperatures has not been 
reported, though there is no known physical barrier to prevent this.   
Increasing the temperature of the heater, virtually any type of PECVD reactor 
should be capable of synthesizing high quality VACNF.  To date, dc, single and mixed 
frequency rf, inductively coupled rf and microwave systems have all been used for this 
purpose.  Most of the work on growth of isolated single VACNF has been conducted 
using dc PECVD.  In these systems the substrate is placed directly onto a heated platen 
that also functions as the cathode.  PECVD compatible platens up to 8” in diameter that 
can achieve temperatures above 700 ° C are currently commercially available.  All other 
aspects of the reactor design follow the same considerations for conventional PECVD 




Incorporation of the VACNF into microfabrication processes 
 
3.1 Problems presented by in situ growth of  VACNF into microfabricated device 
structures using dc PECVD 
 
The task of integrating nanostructured graphitic carbon based materials into 
microfabricated FE electron gun structures has historically presented a problem.  In 
general, the nonstandard deposition or growth techniques for these materials are not 
compatible with FE device fabrication technologies.  Initially it was believed that the 
VACNFs were delicate structures.  Consequently, it was assumed that the safest way to 
fabricate integrated electron gun structures with VACNF cathodes was to perform the 
growth after the device structure had been fabricated.  In situ growth of VACNF into an 
electrostatic gating structure was demonstrated in 2001 [24].  However a host of 
problems were experienced during this process making this achievement into a Pyrrhic 
victory.   
The dc plasma discharge used to grow the VACNFs was found to cause charge 
induced damage to the gating structure.  This is a problem inherent to placing any 
insulating material inside a dc glow discharge.  The gate structure is essentially a 
capacitor; during the growth process an increasingly large amount of charge accumulates 
on the gate electrode.  Eventually this charge becomes too great, an arc occurs creating a 
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micro-explosion, and the structure is destroyed.  It is worth noting that rf discharges have 
similar problems even though the polarity of the excitation is constantly changing.  This 
is sometimes referred to as the antenna effect and can cause break down in 
microelectronic devices. 
The charging phenomenon could be controlled by placing an electrostatic 
potential, or bias voltage, on the gate during VACNF growth at the cost of introducing 
complexity into the process.  The necessity to bias the gate during growth decreased the 
potential of scaling this process to wafer level production, a necessary capability for any 
practical application.  This precipitated a reevaluation of the initial assumption that 
VACNF were fragile.  No proof existed that the VACNF were, in fact, as delicate as they 
were believed to be.  This prompted an investigation of what effects standard 
microfabrication processes used for making FE devices had on the fibers.   
 
3.2 Resist spin coating 
 
One of the most fundamental processes used in microfabrication is 
photolithography.  Photolithography has long been established as the standard workhorse 
technique used in the microelectronics industry for pattern definition.  This process 
involves the patterning of ultraviolet (UV) sensitive polymer layers referred to as 
photoresists.  Photoresists are typically spin cast onto substrates at speeds ranging from 
1000 to 6000 rpm.  The thickness of the deposited film is largely a function of the 
viscosity of the resist and the spin speed with higher viscosities and lower speeds leading 
to thicker films.   
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In order to evaluate whether the VACNF could withstand the application of 
photoresist using standard spin casting techniques, a 2D array of well-separated VACNF 
grown on a 1 cm n-type Si chip was fabricated for testing.  This array consisted of 
roughly 1-µm tall VACNF patterned with a spatial frequency of 20 µm over a 300 µm2 
area.  In the initial experiment a film of i-line photoresist (Olin, 620-7i) was dispersed 
onto the substrate using a plastic pipette and spun at 4000 rpm for 30 sec.  Following the 
deposition the film was baked at 90 °C for 60 sec to remove the casting solvent.  The 
substrate was imaged in an SEM (refer to figure 3-1 (a)).  It was found that the VACNF 
were still attached to the substrate and that the photoresist film coated the base and a 
portion of the sidewalls of each fiber.  The substrates were immersed in acetone for 15 
min, ultrasonically agitated for 2 min in acetone and imaged in an SEM (refer to figure 3-
1 (b)).  The VACNF were clearly still attached to the substrate and showed no observable 
sign of mechanical degradation. 
 
3.3 Oxide deposition by PECVD 
 
The deposition of thin films of SiO2 is an important part of most FE device 
fabrication processes, and is typically used as the interlayer dielectric between the cathode 
and extracting electrodes of the device structure.  In Spindt’s work, this layer was 
thermally grown onto the Si substrate before the Mo emitters were deposited [5].  FE 
devices with Si cathodes benefit from the fact that this film can be produced using 
thermal oxidation after the Si tips are formed.  This oxidation often plays a role in 








Figure 3-1: SEM images of (a) VACNF coated in 500 nm of photoresist.  (b) the VACNF 
shown in (a) following removal of the photoresist using acetone and ultrasonic agitation.  
Both images were taken at 45 º from normal incidence. 
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A deposited SiO2 film is typically used in FE device fabrication technologies 
where the synthesis of the emitter material must precede the oxide deposition.  These 
films can be deposited using a number of techniques.  However, thermal CVD or rf 
PECVD are most commonly used for this purpose.  Placing the VACNF in an oxidizing 
ambient at high temperature was found to completely destroy the fibers.  This came as no 
surprise as this technique damages most other forms of C.  Consequently, we investigated 
the effect of depositing micron thick layers of SiO2 onto the VACNF using rf PECVD 
from SiH4 and N2O precursors at 250 °C.  An array of well-separated VACNF was used 
for this purpose as described above.  Following the deposition of a 2-µm thick film the 
specimen was imaged in an SEM (refer to figure 3-2).  A hemispherical bump 4 µm in 
diameter at the base could be observed at each location in the array where a VACNF was 
present.  This indicated that a conformal SiO2 films could be deposited on the VACNF.  
However, this experiment did not prove that no fiber damage had occurred during this 
process, and a means of removing the film was required in order to investigate this 
critical issue. 
 
3.4 Etch resistance of VACNF 
 
Graphitic carbon displays superior resistance to most chemical and physical 
etching processes.  It can withstand bombardment of reactive and inert ions during 







Figure 3-2: SEM image of a single VACNF following deposition of 2 µm of SiO2.  The 
image was taken at 45 º from normal incidence. 
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those designed to specifically attack carbonaceous materials.  The VACNF is composed 
of defective graphitic carbon layers.  It is reasonable to assume that the VACNF will 
display an etching resistance similar to other graphic carbon based materials.  To test this 
hypothesis we subjected the VACNF to both wet and dry etching techniques for 
removing SiO2.  It was found that they were quite robust and capable of surviving both 
without significant modification. 
An array similar to the ones described above was placed inside a parallel plate 
reactive ion etch (RIE) chamber evacuated by a turbo molecular pump.  This sample was 
subjected to 40 minutes of continuous RIE in a CHF3/O2 rf plasma.  After this time the 
sample was removed from the process chamber and placed in an SEM for imaging.  It 
was found that the sample consistently showed slight physical modification but, in 
general, was not significantly damaged (refer to figure 3-3).  A second array was placed 
in 48% hydrofluoric (HF) acid for 50 minutes continuously without agitation.  The 
sample was removed and rinsed thoroughly.  SEM imaging revealed no observable 
change to the sample (refer to figure 3-4).  
Unlike the sample that underwent RIE, no degradation of the surface of the fiber 
was observed following HF etching.  Furthermore, the connection of the VACNF to the 
Si substrate was unchanged.  The former can be understood from the lack of physical 
bombardment of the VACNF by energetic ions as is the case in the RIE process.  Figure 
3-3 clearly shows mild surface damage to the fiber that can be explained from this 
phenomenon.  The fact that the VACNF are still attached to the substrate is intriguing 
considering the Ti buffer layer used to prevent Ni silicide formation during the growth 









Figure 3-3: SEM images of a VACNF (a) before and (b) after an SiO2 RIE process using 





Figure 3-4: SEM images of VACNF (a) before and (b) after 10 minutes of etching in 48% 
HF.  The images were obtained at 30 º from normal incidence.  No noticeable change in 
the structure of the fibers was observed in the SEM images.   
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completely impervious to attack by HF.  This suggests that the Ti buffer layer is 
converted into some mixture of Ti silicide and/or Ti carbide during the growth.   
To demonstrate that the etch processes described above could effectively remove 
SiO2 from the VACNFs,  an array of fibers grown at 1 µm intervals and otherwise similar 
to those described above was used as a substrate (refer to figure 3-5 (a)).  A 1-µm thick 
film of PECVD SiO2 was deposited onto this sample as described above (refer to figure 
3-5 (b)).  This film created an interesting rounded surface on the array reminiscent of 
“corn on the cob”.  This is easily understood considering that the deposition process is 
conformal and that the film thickness deposited onto each fiber was equal to the distance 
between fibers.  This film was removed from the substrate using an RIE process similar 
to the one described above.  After 50 minutes of RIE the image shown in figure 3-5 (c) 
was taken.  This displays the VACNF emerging from the SiO2 domes relatively 
unscathed.   
 
3.5 Chemical mechanical polishing of VACNF encapsulated in SiO2
 
The hemispherical dome created by the conformal deposition of SiO2 onto the 
VACNF could potentially complicate subsequent processes required in fabricating FE 
device structures.  Surface topology exceeding a few hundred nanometers can result in 
discontinuities in thin metallic films and complicates photolithographic patterning.  
Therefore, it became necessary to develop a way to planarize this topography without 
damaging the VACNF.  A promising candidate method was chemical mechanical 





Figure 3-5: SEM images of (a) an array of VACNF grown on 1 µm centers (b) following 
deposition of 1 µm of SiO2 using PECVD and (c) the removal of the SiO2 layer using a 
CHF3/O2 RIE process. 
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planarize the morphology of thing films.  It has also been exploited to fabricate integrated 
FE device structures [44]. 
To explore the compatibility of VACNF with the CMP process, whole 3” Si 
wafers containing stripes of unpattered VACNF were used as substrates.  A 2.5-µm thick 
layer of SiO2 was deposited onto the samples as described above.  The substrates were 
subjected to a SiO2 CMP process.  This process removed SiO2 at approximately 200 
nm/minute, and was arrested at a point where approximately 500 nm of SiO2 remained 
covering the VACNF.  After inspecting the samples in an SEM, it was obvious that the 
dome-shaped morphology had been removed from the substrate.  Photolithography was 
used to pattern stripes orthogonal to the VACNF stripes.  Following development of this 
pattern, the SiO2 was removed using RIE as described above.  The remaining photoresist 
was removed from the wafers using acetone and ultrasonic agitation.  SEM imaging 
showed that the VACNF had been released from the SiO2 film (refer to figure 3-6), 
demonstrating that SiO2 thin films deposited onto VACNF can be planarized using CMP. 
Continuation of the CMP process has been shown to remove sections of the 
VACNF at the same rate as the SiO2 leaving the exposed fiber core coplanar with the 
surrounding oxide topography.  This strategy has enabled the synthesis of coplanar 
electrode arrays for electrochemical applications where many fibers perform transduction 








Figure 3-6: SiO2 step edge patterned on a substrate containing VACNF.  The morphology 
of the wafer was planarized using CMP before performing any lithographic patterning or 




Design of microscale electron gun structures using single VACNF 
cathodes 
 
4.1 FE properties of carbon fibers and carbon nanotubes 
 
The idea of using carbon fibers as field emission electron sources dates back to 
the early 1970s.  In the pioneering work of Baker, Osborn and Williams, the use of 
microscopic carbon fibers as cold cathode electron sources for FE applications in harsh 
environments was explored [45,46].  It was found that at pressures as high as 10-6 Torr 
FE could be obtained from individual carbon fibers without catastrophic failure.  To 
demonstrate their robustness, a simple SEM was constructed using the carbon fiber FE 
cathodes operating at pressures two orders of magnitude higher than instruments 
employing conventional FE guns.  Furthermore, the emitted current density was observed 
to be as high as or higher than W needle FE cathodes approaching 106 A/cm2.  This work 
revealed many advantages of using carbon fibers as FE cathodes, however, it also 
demonstrated that the level of pressure dependent noise observed in the emission current 
was significantly higher than that observed for other FE cathode materials.  For this 
reason, carbon microfiber cathodes never found widespread use in commercial 
instruments using FE electron guns.   
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In the mid 1990s, investigations of the FE properties of single and multiwalled 
CNT material became an area of intense investigation [8].  Numerous papers on this 
subject have been published each extolling the virtues of using CNT-based cathodes.  
Phenomenally low turn-on-fields on the order of 1 V/µm were reported by numerous 
groups.  This was originally attributed solely to the high geometric field enhancement 
presented by the intrinsically high aspect ratio nature of CNTs.  It was later reported that 
resonant tunneling through adsorbate molecules significantly reduced the turn-on-field of 
CNTs by lowering the work function present at the tip [47].  This phenomenon has been 
observed for FE cathodes since the 1940s and is treated in depth in early texts on FE 
related phenomena [1]. 
The environmental stability and current density reported for CNTs was also found 
to be similar to carbon microfibers.  However, a number of other effects, attributed to the 
unique physical and chemical structure of CNTs were also reported.  Investigation of 
single CNT emitters revealed that the emitted electron beam is coherent [48].  
Furthermore, field emission energy distribution data obtained by several groups displayed 
a full-width half-max less than 0.12 eV [49].  This value is among the lowest of any FE 
cathode reported in the literature and significantly lower then carbon microfibers.  These 
results underscore the fact that CNT FE cathodes, while analogous in some respects to 
carbon fibers, fall in a class by themselves.   
Single CNTs may find application in conventional electron gun designs where an 
individual CNT can be isolated and attached to a cathode structure.  This may lead to a 
significant advancement in electron guns for high resolution electron microscopy and 
holography.  However, the inability to synthesize arrays of isolated high-quality 
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vertically aligned CNTs prevents their consideration for use in parallel FE cathodes for 
miniature electron beam lithography and microscopy instruments [6].  Overcoming this 
formidable challenge would represent a major breakthrough in the field of vacuum 
microelectronics. 
 
4.1.1 FE properties of VACNF 
 
In contrast to CNTs, individual VACNF can be deterministically synthesized 
making the formation of arrays of fibers well suited to application as FE sources feasible.  
The first systematic investigation of VACNF FE cathodes was conducted by Merkulov 
and coworkers using a scanning anode technique [12].  This instrument, similar to a 
scanning tunneling microscope (STM), uses a scanning probe with a 1 µm diameter tip to 
investigate the FE properties of a material by locally applying an electric field to the 
surface of the cathode.  Once an emission site has been identified, a FE current vs. 
applied field, I-E, curve can be obtained (refer to figure 4-1).  By scanning at constant 
field intensity, a map of FE current vs. spatial position can be generated.  
Merkulov’s results found that dense forests of VACNF required high threshold 
fields for the initiation of electron emission attributed to the screening of the local electric 
field by neighboring fibers.  However, sparse forests of carbon nanofibers displayed 
moderately low threshold field for the extraction of electrons, high emission site and 
current densities and long emission lifetime. These latter results suggested that isolated 






Figure 4-1: FE I-E curve obtained using the scanning anode technique on a sparse forest 
of VACNF [12].  Inset: I-E data plotted in Fowler-Nordheim coordinates. 
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microfabricated FE devices.  Teo et al. independently confirmed these results [14] in an 
almost identical reproduction of Merkulov’s work.   
A detailed investigation of individual conical VACNF was published by Baylor 
and coworkers using the scanning anode technique described above [13].  The primary 
difference between this work and the previous two studies was an increase in the 
interfiber spacing.  Numerical simulations of the electric field produced by the scanning 
anode showed that a spacing of 50 µm or more was required to ensure that FE current 
was observed from only one VACNF (refer to figure 4-2).  By constructing arrays of 
VACNF spaced by 50 µm FE I-E curves of individual fibers were obtained that agree 
with the earlier measurements by Merkulov. A representative set of data is shown in 
figure 4-3. The applied field, Ea, required to extract 1 nA of current was found to be on 
the order of 12 to 60 V/µm.  A simple approximation of β (cathode height divided by the 
tip radius) [50] was used giving values from 150 to 700.  This established a value for the 
electric field at the tip, Etip, required for a 1 nA emission current between 8400 and 9000 
V/µm, where Etip = Eaβ.   
Using identical techniques to those employed by Baylor, Semet and coworkers 
examined the FE behavior of VACNF separated by 100 µm [15].  This work confirmed 
the results discussed above for individual fibers.  More importantly, it was the first work 
to examine the effect of adsorbate molecules on FE from VACNF.  A conditioning 
process conducted in UHV using high levels of emission current to locally heat the 
VACNF tip was used to clean the tips of adsorbed species present following the growth 







Figure 4-2: Numerical calculation of the normalized electric field, E(x)/E(0), as a 
function of radial distance, x,  from the scanning probe tip where x = 0 designates the 
position directly underneath the tip.  A probe-to-sample distance of 10 µm was used in 








Figure 4-3: FE I-E curve obtained for a single isolated VACNF for a probe-to-sample 
separation of 10 µm [13].   
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emission current was 2-3 times lower than after the conditioning process.  In addition, the 
emission current was found to be extremely unstable.  Furthermore, the I-V characteristic 
displayed current saturation, an effect well characterized for CNT emitters [51]. 
The conditioning process used by Semet consisted of slowly increasing the FE 
current of a single VACNF from 0.1 µA to a level between 1 and 5 µA.  It was presumed 
that FE occurred at adsorbate sites on the apex of the tip where the high field and 
localized areas with reduced work function dominate emission.  At large emitted current 
densities, the temperature at the tip becomes high enough to field evaporate the 
adsorbates, increasing the work function to the level of the VACNF, reported in this work 
as 4 eV.  This desorption event corresponds to a drop in FE current at a fixed field.   
 
4.2 Design of gated cathode structures using single VACNF cathodes 
 
The physics of vacuum microelectronic devices has been treated by several 
authors in great detail [52].  Numerous empirical, numerical and analytical models exist 
that can be used to facilitate device design and interpret experimental results.  Based on 
this body of knowledge and the data given above on FE properties of VACNF, a 
microfabricated gated FE cathode using a single VACNF electron emitter was designed.  
While many figures of merit can be used to describe the performance of a gated cathode, 
the goals of this work were simply to produce a microfabricated gated cathode structure 
that was capable of generating enough field at the VACNF to initiate electron emission 
without risk of electrical breakdown.  Furthermore, this device was required to operate as 









=   (4-1) 
 
where Ia is the anode current, Ig is the gate current and an efficiency of 1 represents Ia = 
Ie, where Ie is the emission current. 
 From the data on FE from individual VACNF [13], it was assumed that a value of 
Etip close to 9000 V/µm was required for a 1 nA emission current.  For gated cathodes,  
 
Etip= Vgβ  (4-2) 
 
where Vg is the voltage applied to the gate electrode in V.  In this context, β cannot be 
estimated as the aspect ratio of the emitter.  Due to the geometry of the device structure 
this model overestimates the value of β leading to incorrect assumptions of the required 
gate voltage for operation.  Brodie proposed a relation for estimating β based entirely 
upon the radius of the emitter tip, r, and the radius of the gate aperture, R, using the so-







Rβ   (4-3) 
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An alternate model developed by the group lead by Akinwande proposed a relation for β 







  (4-5) 
 
This relation calculates lower values for β compared to equation (4-4) while showing an 
excellent fit to experimental data obtained for gated cathodes using atomically sharp n-
type Si emitters. 
Arrays of VACNF can be synthesized with tip radii on the order of 10 to 15 nm.  
Using (4-4), a value of β = 100 to 67 µm-1 was calculated for radii in this range.  Use of 
(4-5) yielded β = 49 to 37 µm-1.  Taking the 100 µm-1 as a best case value and 37 µm-1 as 
a worst case, using  (4-2) and assuming Etip = 9000 V/µm is required for nA-level 
emission currents, Vg = 90 to 243 V was obtained.  While these voltages are low for 
conventional FE cathodes, microfabricated FE cathodes suffer from the voltage 
limitations imposed by thin film technology.  SiO2 grown by thermal oxidation of Si has 
a breakdown field close to 10 MV/cm [54].  However, deposited oxides can breakdown at 
considerably lower fields.  Under controlled processing condition, SiO2 synthesized by 
PECVD can show breakdown fields in excess of 8 MV/cm.  Films produced at ORNL 
using rf PECVD from silane precursors at 400 °C have approached this value (refer to 
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figure 4-4).  To remain conservative in the design of these devices, a value of 4 MV/cm 
was used in this work for a maximum field intensity placed on any electrode. 
The efficiency of a device is primarily governed by the device geometry.  To 
maximize this parameter, the solid angle between the tip and the perimeter of the gate 
aperture needs to be as large as possible.  The half angle of the emitted beam from 
microfabricated devices using the Spindt process has been measured and is close to 20 ° 
[52].  Therefore any device geometry producing a solid angle less than this value will 
result in an increased amount of gate current, lowering the efficiency.  The centering of 
the emitter within the device is also critical for controlling efficiency.  Poorly centered 
devices will experience a field that is spherically asymmetric about the tip.  This may 
result in enhanced emission from one side of the tip leading to high levels of gate current. 
The design criteria enumerated above led to a device design illustrated by figure 
4-5.  A nominal VACNF height of 1 µm was chosen to facilitate the ability to form tips 
of the desired radius.  As discussed in Chapter 2, longer growth times enable the 
sharpening of the VACNF tip by depleting the catalyst during the growth through 
physical sputtering.  This dimension is also similar to the height of Spindt tips and Si tips 
produced by etching and oxidation processes.  A 1 µm thick dielectric, SiO2, and a 1.5 
µm diameter gate electrode aperture were also chosen.  The former to ensure the ability 
to place voltages greater than 200 V on the gate electrode and the latter to produce a solid 
angle between the tip and gate electrode edge much greater than the anticipated half angle 








Figure 4-4: Breakdown curve of a 1 µm thick SiO2 film produced for this work deposited 
onto an n-type Si wafer using rf-PECVD from Silane precursors at 400 °C.  The structure 
used to measure this data consisted of a capacitor where the n-type Si substrate 
constituted one electrode and a 200-nm thick Mo electrode patterned into a 100 µm 






Figure 4-5: Schematic of a VACNF based gated cathode device showing all relevant 
device dimensions. 
 
A numerical simulation of the device structure was performed to analyze the 
electric fields produced during operation.  A commercially available finite element 
modeling package, SIMION 3D 7.0 [55], designed for electrostatic charged particle optic 
design was used for this purpose.  This program was used extensively by Nicolaescu to 
analyze integrated field emission devices [56].  The disadvantage of this technique is that 
the field structure at the tip is difficult to model accurately with a fixed grid size.  At 
large grid spacing intervals the field calculated around fine geometry is grossly 
inaccurate.  Use of smaller grid spacings leads to increasingly larger file sizes and longer 
computation times.  In this work, a grid resolution of 1 nm was used.  While this will not 
provide a precise value for the field at the tip, it should provide a reasonable 
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approximation [56].  For a tip radius of 10 nm a cathode voltage, Vc, of 0 V and Vg = 90 
V, Etip was found to be approximately 4000 V/µm (refer to figure 4-6).  Using equation 
(4-2) a value of 44.4 µm-1 was determined for β from this simulation.  This value is in 
rough agreement with the values predicted by equation (4-5).  Increasing the gate voltage 
to 240 V yielded a value of Etip = 10840 V/µm and a β = 45 µm-1 (refer to figure 4-7).  
Both of these values are within the design constraint of using fields less than 4 MV/cm to 
operate the device. 
 
4.3 Design of FE sources with integrated focusing electrodes using single VACNF 
cathodes 
 
The concept of using microscale electron optical systems capable of producing 
arrays of focused electron beams dates back to the late 1980s.  In independent works, 
Jones [57] and Fink [58] detailed methods of forming electrostatic lenses using 
microfabrication techniques.  These lenses could be coupled to a single electron source 
capable of providing flood illumination to an array of lens columns or an array of 
individual sources. Chang [59] performed a detailed analysis of the electron optical 
properties of a similar system with the goal of forming a compact electron beam 
microcolumn for high resolution parallel electron beam instrumentation (e.g. lithography 
or microscopy).  This work discussed the focusing properties of devices employing an 
electron point source FE cathode, an extracting electrode and an additional focusing 










Figure 4-6: Plot of the electric field created in a VACNF gated cathode device using Vg = 
90 V and Vc = 0 V.  The equipotential contours are plotted in 10 V increments with the 
contour closest to the cathode representing 10 V.  This operating condition produced a 





Figure 4-7: Plot of the electric field created in a VACNF gated cathode device using Vg = 
240 V and Vc = 0 V.  The equipotential contours are plotted in 10 V increments with the 
contour closest to the cathode representing 10 V.  This operating condition produced a 
value of Etip = 10,840 V/µm for the device geometry specified in figure 4-4. 
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the emitter.  This type of focusing strategy is commonly referred to as local out-of-plane 
focusing. 
One unique feature of Chang’s approach was that the electron source was to be 
comprised of a STM-like apparatus.  The STM scanning head could be mounted above 
the gate and focus electrodes aperture, contained on a fixed substrate, and used to locate 
and align to the center of the aperture.  Using current feedback, the scanning mechanism 
could be used to adjust the distance between the tip and gate electrodes to provide 
increased emission current stability by effectively modulating the value of Etip.   
Chang’s work also revealed that the thickness of the gate and focus electrode 
could be adjusted to form either a focused beam (electrodes 1 µm thick) or a virtual 
source (electrodes 0.2 µm thick) while operating the lens in an accelerating mode, i.e., the 
potential placed on the focus electrode exceeded that of the gate electrode by a ratio of 20 
to 40 times.  For a W tip, Etip = 3000 V/µm would be needed to generate a pA-level 
emission current.  Using a gate and focus electrode aperture of 1 µm and an 
interelectrode spacing of 2 µm a value of Vg = 50-200 V was estimated for operation. 
This would require a focus voltage of 1–8 keV.  While not impossible to fabricate, it is 
likely that a microfabricated structure of this design would be prone to failure due to 
arcing or electrical breakdown.  It is not surprising the subsequent experimental work by 
Chang’s group [60,61] used a lens system with an interelectrode spacing and focus 
electrode aperture of 10 – 100 µm. 
Hermannsfeldt et al. published the first known description of a focused FE source 
using a completely integrated electron optical system where the source, gate and focus 
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electrodes are microfabricated on one monolithic substrate [62].  This concept was not 
treated in any real analytical depth until the work of Mobley and Boers [63].  This work 
showed that a focused beam could be produced by a Spindt cathode, with an additional 
local out-of-plane focusing electrode, by operating the focusing electrode in a 
decelerating mode.  Using a potential close to the cathode potential and a focus electrode 
aperture roughly 1.5 times the gate electrode aperture, simulations revealed the formation 
of a collimated electron beam.  The focus electrode actually increased the beam 
divergence in the region in the immediate vicinity of the electrode.  However, once the 
electron passed this region they experienced an acceleration causing a significant 
reduction in beam divergence.   
Itoh and coworkers reported the first experimental realization of a microfabricated 
FE device similar in design to the one analyzed by Mobley and Boers [63].  Their results 
confirmed that beam focusing was possible using this design.  Subsequent papers by this 
group and others have produced a detailed understanding of the physics of these devices 
[64,65-71].  A number of methods for manufacturing these devices have been published.  
Drawing on this knowledge, a VACNF-based FE device with a local out-of-plane 
focusing electrode was designed.   
A schematic of the device is shown in figure 4-8. Gate and focus aperture 
diameters were chosen as 1.5 and 2.5 µm respectively along with a 1 µm interelectrode 
distance.  Two primary goals must be met by the choice of electrode potentials: 
 
1) A sufficient value for Etip must be achieved in order to initiate electron 













2) A value for the focus voltage, Vf, must be chosen such that beam refocusing 
occurs. 
 
Unfortunately, these two goals are at odds with one another.  For microfabricated 
electron sources employing local out-of-plane focusing electrodes, Etip is given as follows 
[69]: 
 
Etip= Vgβg + Vfβf   (4-6) 
 
Where βg and βf   are the geometric field enhancement factors for the gate and focus 
electrodes, respectively.  When operated in a decelerating mode, the Vfβf   has the effect 
of canceling out the Vgβg reducing Etip.  To counteract this effect it is possible to increase 
the value of Vg at the cost of driving the device to higher operating voltages increasing 
the risk of electrical breakdown [69].  
No reliable method exists to estimate the value of βf for this device architecture.  
It seems reasonable to assume that βf < βg based on the relative proximity of the two 
electrodes with respect to the emitter tip.  However, the only systematic experimental 
study of these parameters revealed that this is not always true [70].  Given this fact, 
SIMION was used to provide information on the field at the tip for a variety of operating 
conditions to confirm that this design was capable of producing a sufficiently large value 
of Etip.  This software was also used to provide an approximation of the refocusing 
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properties of the device by plotting the trajectories of electrons emitted normal to the tip 
at into a 20 ° half-angle in 10 ° increments. 
Figure 4-9 shows the result of a simulation for a device with an integrated 
focusing electrode operating with Vc = 0 V, Vg = 300 V and Vf  = 0V.  The field 
calculated at the tip is on the order of 10,000 V/µm.  While this operating condition 
should be sufficient to initiate electron emission at the VACNF tip, the beam trajectories 
are still divergent.  It was found that decreasing the value of Vf to –5 V resulted in a 
converging beam with minimal attenuation of Etip (figure 4-10).  For comparison, a gated 
cathode device operated at Vc = 0 V and Vg = 300 V is shown in figure 4-11.   
Clearly, devices with the integrated focusing electrode create a more divergent 
beam in the near cathode region.  However, this effect is in fact compensated by the 
reacceleration of the beam beyond the focusing electrode in agreement with the work of 
Mobley and Boers [63].   Provided that ~300 V potentials will not cause electrical 
breakdown in the device, this design meets the specified requirements for Etip while 





Figure 4-9: Plot of the electric field and electron trajectories created in a VACNF FE 
device with an integrated focusing electrode using  Vc = 0 V, Vg = 300 V and Vf = 0 V.  
The equipotential contours are plotted in 10 V increments with the contour closest to the 
cathode representing 10 V.  This operating condition produced a value of Etip = 10,000 
V/µm and slightly divergent electron trajectories for the device geometry specified in 





Figure 4-10: Plot of the electric field and electron trajectories created in a VACNF FE 
device with an integrated focusing electrode using Vc = 0 V, Vg = 300 V and Vf = -5 V.  
The equipotential contours are plotted in 10 V increments with the contour closest to the 
cathode representing 10 V.  This operating condition produced a value of Etip = 10,000 
V/µm and convergent electron trajectories for the device geometry specified in figure 4-





Figure 4-11: Plot of the electric field and electron trajectories created in a VACNF gated 
cathode device using Vc = 0 V, Vg = 300 V.  In contrast to the device discussed in figure 
4-10, the electron beam is less divergent in the near cathode region while it is 





Fabrication of FE devices using single VACNF cathodes 
 
5.1 Overview of device processing techniques 
 
The experiments discussed in Chapter 3 established a fundamental set of 
processing techniques suitable realizing the devices design in Chapter 2.  Initially, the 
fabrication technologies developed from these experiments depended solely upon 
lithographic techniques for the definition and alignment of critical features specified by 
the device designs.  These processes produced functional gated cathode sources [72,73] 
and sources using integrated focusing electrodes [74].  However, both technologies 
required lithography tools with sophisticated alignment systems for accurate definition of 
each electrode aperture.  The development of processing methods for creating gate 
apertures aligned to the VACNF tip without using lithography, also referred to as self-
aligned, reduced the dependence on this type of equipment, increasing the process 
latitude.  This process was successfully incorporated into the gated cathode source [75] 
and focused source fabrication technology [76] decreasing the complexity of producing 
these devices while dramatically increasing the yield.  A detailed description of these two 




5.2 Self aligned gated cathodes 
 
For over a decade it has been known that CMP can be used to produce self-
aligned gated cathode structures using oxide-sharpened Si tips as cathodes [44].  This 
process exploits the mound formed by the deposition of conformal passivating layers 
onto high aspect ratio Si features.  Typically, a dielectric layer of SiO2 is deposited using 
some form of CVD followed by a conductive layer that is impervious to wet chemical 
etchants for SiO2, usually n-type polycrystalline Si.  By planarizing these layers, the 
mound is removed forming a circular ring in the conductive layer that is automatically 
concentrically aligned to the apex of the emitter tip.  This layer is then used as a mask for 
the removal of the SiO2 dielectric layer using wet chemical etching.  This process is 
illustrated in figure 5-1.   
In this work, whole 4” diameter 1-10 Ω cm n-type Si wafers were used as 
substrates.  Wafers were coated in 1 µm of i-line photoresist and an alignment mark 
pattern was exposed for each die.  This pattern consisted of global and local registration 
marks for subsequent photolithography and electron beam lithography processes.  These 
features were developed using a 0.26 N aqueous developer and transferred into the Si 
using a CF4 RIE process.  The marks were etched to a depth of 500 nm.  The remaining 
resist was removed from the wafers using a downstream O2 plasma asher. 
The substrates were coated in 1500 Å of polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA), a 
material commonly used as a high resolution positive tone electron beam resist.  
Lithography was performed on the wafers using a Leica VB6-HR direct write lithography 










Figure 5-1: Illustration of the CMP-based self-aligned gated cathode fabrication 
technique.  (a) A high aspect ratio cathode is covered in a conformal layer of SiO2 (b) 
followed by deposition of an electrode material.  The substrate is subjected to CMP 
resulting in a (c).  A wet chemical etch (typically HF) is used to remove the oxide, 
releasing the emitter. 
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alignment system capable of achieving overlay less than 25 nm.  The pattern for the 
VACNF catalyst sites was exposed using this system.  This pattern consisted of 90 nm 
octagons spaced 50 µm apart in a 3x3 array.  An electron area dose of 1000 µC/cm2 was 
used with the intention of slightly overexposing each shape to create 100 nm diameter 
circles.  These patterns were developed using a solution of methyl isobutyl ketone 
(MIBK):isopropanol 1:3 without agitation.   
The wafers were placed in an electron gun PVD system for metallization of the 
catalyst patterns.  After attaining a base pressure below 10-7 Torr a bilayer film consisting 
of 100 Å of Ti followed by 100 Å of Ni was deposited at a rate of 3 Å/sec.  The 
substrates were allowed to cool in vacuum for 0.5 hr before being removed.  The pattern 
was transferred on to the substrate using a liftoff technique (figure 5-2 (a)).   
The wafers were mounted directly on a heated cathode inside a dc PECVD 
growth system. After evacuating the growth system to a suitable base pressure, the 
temperature of the cathode was increased and ammonia (NH3) was introduced into the 
chamber and a dc glow discharge plasma was initiated.  As a result of this treatment, 
catalyst nanoparticles were formed from the deposited circular catalyst pattern. For Ni 
patterns with the diameter and thickness used here, only a single nanoparticle was formed 
at each patterned site.  These nanoparticles act as the necessary seeds for the catalytic 
growth of isolated VACNFs. After the pre-etching step, C2H2 was introduced into the 
chamber during continued operation of the NH3 plasma beginning the VACNF growth.  
The NH3 and C2H2 gas flows used in this work were 80 sccm and 60 sccm, respectively. 






Figure 5-2: Summary of the self-aligned gated cathode fabrication process using single 
VACNF cathodes. 
 
were found to have a radius of curvature of 30 nm and a height of 1 µm, on average 
(figure 5-2 (b)). 
A 1.2 µm thick layer of SiO2 was deposited onto the substrates using a silane-
based rf PECVD process and resulted in the formation of conformal mounds surrounding 
the VACNF emitters (figure 5-2 (c)).  This deposition was followed by a 50 nm thick 
coating of Si3N4 deposited by rf PECVD. This layer provided an etch barrier during the 
subsequent removal of the SiO2 using wet chemical etching.  Omission of this layer 
resulted in significant adhesion problems.  
 The gate electrode pattern was defined using photolithography, omitting any 
lithographic definition of apertures aligned to the VACNF emitters.  The pattern was 
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metallized with 2000 Å of Mo deposited by electron gun PVD at a rate of 3 Å/sec.  It 
should be noted that Mo was selected in this work due to its resistance to wet chemical 
etchants for SiO2 removal.  N-type polycrystalline Si was not available for use in this 
work. 
Before performing CMP, an additional layer of SiO2 was deposited onto the 
substrate to provide better control over the CMP process (figure 5-2 (d)).  CMP was then 
performed to remove the mounds created during the PECVD SiO2 deposition.  This 
resulted in the creation of self-aligned gate electrode apertures (figure 5-2 (e)).  A diluted 
solution of HF was used to release the buried VACNF emitters (figure 5-2 (f)).  The 
structures were thoroughly rinsed in DI water and blown dry with N2.   
SEM micrographs of completed devices are shown in figure 5-3.  The images on 
the right side of the figure were taken at normal incidence to the substrate and show 
reasonably good concentric alignment between the gate aperture and the VACNF emitter.  
Corresponding oblique angle images are shown on the left side of the figure taken at 45 ° 
from normal incidence.  These images show the quality of the VACNF in the well 
demonstrating that the processing used to create these devices leaves the emitter free of 
gross macroscopic damage.   
The position and shape of the gate electrode aperture of each device was found to 
be slightly different due to the variations in VACNF morphology including height, cone 
angle and degree of orthogonality with respect to the substrate.  In figure 5-3 (a) and (b) 
the VACNF are relatively straight and sharp with small cone angles.  As a result, the 








Figure 5-3: SEM micrographs of VACNF-based gate cathodes produced using the self-
aligned technique. (a)-(c) were taken at 45 ° from normal incidence.  (d)-(f) depict the 




alignment with the VACNF emitter (refer to figure 5-3 (d) and 5-3 (e)).  The diameter of 
the aperture is a function of the amount of SiO2 placed on the emitter and how conformal 
that material covers the VACNF.  In this work electrodes with diameters ranging from 2 
to 2.4 µm were produced.  This variation was attributed to the uniformity of the SiO2 
deposition process layer coupled with the intrinsic variation of the VACNF emitter 
geometry.   
SiO2 deposition processes can be designed to produce perfectly conformal films 
that have excellent uniformity across an entire substrate, for example low pressure 
chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) can be used for this purpose.  Unfortunately, 
variations in the VACNF growth are not nearly as easy to control.  This point is 
exemplified in figure 5-2 (c).  The VACNF shown in this image is slightly tilted resulting 
in the formation of an aperture that is greater than 100 nm misaligned with the emitter tip.  
Although this aperture is round with smooth edges it is clear that the direction of the 
misalignment is a direct result of the geometry of the VACNF (refer to figure 5-3 (f)).  
Alignment of the VACNF is understood to be a function of the interaction of the catalyst 
particle with the electric field present in the plasma sheath during the growth process 
[40].  However, unexpected relatively small variations from the ideal model can clearly 
occur.  Consequently, devices realized with highly conformal LPCVD SiO2 films also 
possessed variations in the aperture size and position as a function of the VACNF 
morphology.  This underscores the fact that the key to achieving more uniform device 
geometry lies in decreasing the variation in VACNF morphology.   
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5.3 Sources with integrated focusing electrodes 
 
As discussed in Chapter 4, sources using local out-of-plane focusing electrodes 
stacked above the gate electrode and emitter are capable of generating focused electron 
beams from integrated FE cathodes.  To realize a VACNF-based FE source of this type, a 
linear extension of the self-aligned gated cathode process described above was used [5].  
A diagram summarizing the microfabrication techniques used to realize these devices is 
shown in figure 5-4.  The description of the processing corresponding to figure 5-4 (a)-(e) 
is identical to the processing described in figure 5-2 (a)-(e).  Duplication of the associated 
text is omitted in an effort to remain concise. 
Following planarization of the substrates and formation of the self-aligned gate 
electrode aperture, a second layer of 1.2-µm thick SiO2 was deposited onto the substrates 
to serve as an insulating layer between the gate and focus electrodes.  A second, brief 
CMP process was used to planarize this layer of SiO2, removing roughly 200 nm of film.  
This was done primarily to enhance subsequent metallization processes. 
The wafers were coated in 1 µm of i-line photoresist and the focus electrode was 
patterned and metallized using identical processing as the gate electrode described above 
(figure 5-4 (f)).  Following completion of the focus electrode liftoff process, 2.5 µm of i-
line photoresist was applied to the substrate and photolithography was used to define the 
focus electrode aperture (figure 5-4 (g)).  This exposure was lithographically aligned to 
the buried VACNF emitter and, consequently, the self-aligned gate electrode aperture. 
Using the resist as a mask the aperture was etched into the focus electrode layer 






Figure 5-4: Summary of the fabrication technology used to produce VACNF-based FE 




layer by a CHF3/O2 RIE.  After removing this layer, the lower SiO2 layer was removed 
using a buffered HF solution (figure 5-4 (h)).  Finally the remaining resist was removed 
from the substrates using acetone ad ultrasonic agitation (figure 5-4 (i)).   
SEM images of a completed device are shown in figure 5-5 (a) and (b).  These 
images demonstrate the validity of this processing technology.  Overlay errors between 
the self-aligned and lithographically aligned electrodes can be less than 100 nm as 
indicated in figure 5-4 (b).  However, significantly larger overlay errors were observed 
during the development of this process.  These were primarily caused by the VACNF 
growing an arbitrary distance away from the defined catalyst site.  Catalyst particles were 
found to occasionally move from the Ti buffer layer pad during the NH3 pre-etch.  In 
these cases it was found that the gate and focus electrode apertures were misaligned while 
the focus electrode and Ti buffer layer pad remained in good registration with each other.  
To reduce the risk of this happening, the NH3 pre-etch time was reduced and eventually 
removed from the VACNF growth process.  While this plays an important role in 
nucleating VACNF from unpatterned films of catalyst, it is not needed when lithographic 










Figure 5-5: SEM micrographs of a VACNF-based FE device with an integrated focusing 




Experimental results and discussion 
 
6.1 dc I-V testing of VACNF-based gated cathodes 
 
FE measurements were conducted in a vacuum chamber evacuated by a turbo 
molecular pump to a base pressure of 10-7 Torr.  Data was obtained by placing a flat Cu 
anode roughly 1 mm away from the surface of the VACNF gated cathode devices.  
Keithley Instruments (KI) model 2410 dc source-meter units (SMUs) were connected to 
the cathode, gate and anode to provide simultaneous and independent control of the 
potentials at each node while recording the corresponding currents (refer to figure 6-1).  
The data presented in this work were obtained with the gate at ground potential, and a 
100-V to 1-kV positive bias on the anode.  Anode and gate currents were measured for 
individual devices (i.e. devices containing only a single VACNF emitter) as the cathode 
potential was varied between ground and –100 V.  Although devices were fabricated in 
3x3 arrays, the gate electrode of all other devices not under test was fixed at the cathode 
potential to eliminate the possibility of unexpected emission. 
Initial testing of the devices revealed two distinct operational regimes 
corresponding to low and high levels of FE current, IFE.  At low levels of IFE, 
reproducible operation of the devices could be obtained following a conditioning process.  




Figure 6-1: Gated cathode testing configuration. 
 
producing an emission current, IFE, of 20-50 nA.  This was accomplished by feedback 
control of the SMU connected to the cathode to vary Vc to maintain a constant level of 
IFE. 
Results obtained from a device after sourcing 20 nA of current through the emitter 
for a period of 1 hr are shown in figures 6-2 and 6-3.  The relevant dimensions of this 
device closely matched the geometry of the device described in figure 4-4. This data 
displayed a threshold voltage, Vth, of 50 V, defined here as the gate-to-cathode bias, Vgc, 
required to generate 1 nA of current at the anode.  During all tests performed on this and 
devices of similar geometry, the amount of current measured at the gate was negligible 
and never increased beyond the noise level of the measurement system.  The current 



















The measured value for Vth for these devices ranged from 45 to 65 V, on average. 
While some variation in the geometry of the VACNF existed, the tip diameter varied less 
than 10 %.  These values were significantly lower than those predicted by the device 
simulations discussed in chapter 4 where β was calculated as 44 µm-1.  Using the data 
presented in figure 6-2 as an example, with Vth = 50 V, Etip is estimated at 2200 V/µm 
using equation 4-2.  According to the work of both Baylor [13] and Semet [15], this 
operating condition should not have produced any measurable amount of IFE.     
Plotting the data shown in figure 6-2 in Fowler-Nordheim coordinates permitted 
the estimation of α and β for the device by extracting the Fowler-Nordheim constants, A 
and B.  By generating a linear fit to the plot shown in figure 6-3, these values were 
determined to be A = -22.5 and B = 301.3.  Assuming φ = 4.0 eV [15], values for α = 
9.066 x 10-5 nm2 and β = 171 µm-1 were calculated using equations 1-5 and 1-6.  Using 
the experimental values for β and Vth, Etip was determined as 8550 V/µm using equation 
4-2.  This was in rough agreement with the value estimated by Baylor [13] required for a 
1 nA emission current.  However, this value implies a tip radius of 5.8 nm using equation 
4-4 and 1.6 nm using equation 4-5.   
Assuming that the behavior of these devices can accurately be described by the 
Fowler-Nordheim model of FE, two possible explanations exist that can account for the 
contradiction between the experimentally determined value of β and the value determined 
by device simulations.  If nanostructured features are present on the tip of a FE cathode, 
the field enhancement can be increased significantly.  For hemispherical protrusions, β 
can be increased by as much as three times [1].  SEM and TEM images of VACNF often 
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reveal small surface protrusions.  Kuzumaki and coworkers have conducted FE 
measurements of single MWNT FE tips performed within a TEM and observed emission 
dominated by protrusions [77].  This work also showed that the high electric field at the 
tip can induce structural deformation causing new protrusions to form during FE testing. 
The value of β determined from experimental data is strongly dependent on work 
function (refer to equation 1-6).  A second possible explanation for the discrepancy in the 
value of β could stem from the fact that the wrong value of φ was assumed during the 
calculation.  If a value of φ = 1.62 eV is assumed, β = 44 µm-1.  It is unlikely that the 
VACNF synthesized for use in this work display a value of φ 60% lower than that 
measured for VACNF synthesized in an almost identical process [15].  Furthermore, 
materials with φ < 2-3 eV are typically unstable and display high vapor pressures.  While 
the exact vapor pressure for VACNF is not known, they are stable at a wide range of 
pressures and temperatures. 
It is possible that a combination of both of the aforementioned mechanisms 
account for the contradictory values of β, but the unrealistically small value of α 
estimated from the Fowler-Nordheim plot cannot be explained in this manner.  To put 
this point in perspective, assuming a hemispherical geometry for the emission site and 
using the experimentally determined value for β, the experimentally determined α 
yielded a site radius of 4 pm.   Using the experimental data and the simulated value for β, 
equation 1-5 produced an unreasonably large values for both α  and the site radius, 1.369 
x 105 nm2 and 147 nm, respectively.    
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A clue to the nature of these contradictions was discovered in observations of the 
devices at high levels of IFE, typically greater than 100 nA (refer to figure 6-4).  In this 
operating regime, the current became increasingly unstable showing sporadic bursts of 
large IFE exceeding that predicted by the Fowler-Nordheim equation.  These bursts were 
usually followed by observations of IFE at substantially lower levels than what was 
expected despite increasing Vgc.  Repeated cycling of the device into this regime revealed 
highly irreproducible I-V curves.  This latter point was true irregardless of the rate at 
which the value of Vgc was changed during the I-V testing. 
Plotting the data obtained in the high IFE regime in Fowler Nordheim coordinates 
displayed a poor consistent linear fit (refer to figure 6-5).  Several separate regions with 
distinctly different slopes and intercepts can be seen in this plot.  This data is indicative 
of multiple emission sites with different physical parameters (α, β and φ) contributing to 
the total emitted current.  From a purely geometrical standpoint, it is possible that several 
small protrusions on the VACNF tip are responsible for this behavior each possessing 
their own value for β.  However, repeated cycling of FE I-V revealed different emission 
characteristics during each test implying that the emission sites were undergoing changes 
with respect to time.   
The behavior described above can best be accounted for by the presence of 
adsorbed molecular species at the VACNF cathode tip.  Chemisorbed molecules lying on 
the surface of a FE cathode produce bonding states which form energy levels a few 
angstroms off the metal surface [47].  These surface states create a resonant tunneling 
condition for electrons, greatly increasing the local tunneling current at the molecule 








Figure 6-4: I-V data obtained from a VACNF based gated cathode device operated in the 







Figure 6-5: Fowler-Nordheim plot of the I-V data shown in figure 6-4.  Several regions of 
this plot agree with different linear fits yielding different values for the Fowler-Nordheim 
constants.  This implies multiple active emission sites with different physical parameters. 
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Nordheim.  In addition, adsorbed molecules on the cathode surface become unstable 
when they are subjected to high electric fields resulting in large fluctuations in IFE.  
Unfortunately, I-V measurements alone cannot be used to obtain a detailed understanding 
of the emission mechanism of a FE cathode.   
 
6.2 Field emission microscopy on VACNF gated cathodes 
 
In order to examine the emission mechanism of the VACNF tips and find an 
explanation for the anomalous behavior observed during FE testing of gated cathode 
devices, a FE microscope (FEM) system was constructed.  In its simplest form, this 
technique involves a FE cathode and an anode capable of producing an image of the 
emitted electron beam, typically consisting of a phosphor coated conductive glass plate.  
Electrons field emitted from the cathode strike the phosphor screen creating an image of 
the spatial distribution of the emitted beam.   
The relationship between the FEM image and various surface-related phenomena 
has been studied in great detail [1].  Adsorbed atoms contributing to resonant tunneling 
manifest themselves as small, bright points in the FEM image.  A variety of distinct 
patterns with 1-4 lobes are often observed.  These have been explained as scattering 
patterns of electrons passing through the electronic states of the adsorbed molecule [47].  
These patterns often constitute the only visible portion of the FEM image at low fields.   
As the field increases, more adsorbate states may become apparent.  Fluctuations 
in the lobe structure and spatial location of the emitted beam are also observed at higher 
fields.  Eventually the field will become sufficient to generate emission from the actual 
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cathode surface.  The image produced by these electrons will be superimposed onto the 
image created by any adsorbed species.  Desorption of the adatoms participating in FE 
produces an FEM image created by the actual tip itself once the associated surface states 
causing the lobed images are eliminated.  While this is usually accomplished by directly 
heating the cathode, use of high levels of emission current to locally heat the cathode 
surface can also be used for this purpose.    
FEM studies of VACNF were conducted using gated cathode devices placed a 
fixed distance, 6.7 mm, from a conductive glass anode coated with a phosphor (p22, 
Kimball Physics).  This anode was biased at 1kV while the gate electrode was grounded 
and the cathode was operated between 0 and -150 V.  The patterns created by the 
electrons emitted from the VACNF during operation were observed optically through a 
quartz view port located on the test chamber.  Images were recorded on a digital RGB 
color video camera.  All images shown in this work were obtained from a single device.  
However, the observed behavior was consistent with the results recorded from 5 devices 
tested in a similar manner. 
At low levels of IFE a single, spatially consistent small lobe was observed for over 
an hour of continuous operation.  An FEM image obtained during operation in this 
regime is shown in figure 6-6.  Figure 6-7 shows images obtained at IFE = 100 and 200 
nA.  The images obtained at this level IFE oscillated between 1 and 2 lobes, a behavior 
well documented for adsorbate dominated FE from CNT FE cathodes [47].  Increasing 
IFE further caused either multiple discrete patterns to emerge or the evolution of the 
original pattern into a shape consisting of 3 to 4 lobes.  The device shown in this work 








Figure 6-6: FEM image taken of a VACNF gated cathode operating at 50 nA.  A stable 






Figure 6-7: FEM images taken of a VACNF gated cathode operating at 100 nA, (a) and 
(b) and 200 nA, (c) and (d).  The image fluctuated between a single and double lobed 













Figure 6-8: FEM image taken of a VACNF gated cathode operating at (a) 400 nA (b) 500 
nA (c) 600 nA.  A 4-lobed pattern appeared at 400 nA and remained visible as the level 
of IFE was increased.  At 600 nA the pattern distorted such that individual lobes blurred 
together, losing the definition of the 4-lobe pattern. 
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(a) and (b)).  At 600 nA the image began to distort causing a blurring of 2 lobes into a 
single spatially unstable lobe (shown in figure 6-8 (c)).   
FEM images obtained while increasing IFE beyond 600 nA revealed the activation 
of more emission sites displaying 1-4 lobes.  These images became increasingly spatially 
unstable.  Images obtained during operation at IFE  = 900 nA are shown in figure 6-9.  
Each image was obtained at 10 sec increments.  It is clear from this series of images that 
the pattern is undergoing rapid changes in the number of emission sites and their spatial 
distribution.   
Continuous operation at IFE = 1 µA led to the eventual elimination of the 
adsorbate patterns.  However, the time required for this effect to become evident varied 
from ~20 min to 1 hr.  The FEM image observed at this time was typically asymmetric 
and significantly larger than the stable patterns observed from adsorbates at low levels of 
IFE (refer to figure 6-10 (a)).  It is important to note the observed image in this regime was 
spatially consistent.  This latter point remained true at levels of IFE up to ~3 µA (refer to 
figure 6-10 (b)). 
Operation of the devices for prolonged periods of time at IFE > 3 µA revealed a 
slow evolution of the FEM image leading to an arc followed by a catastrophic failure of 
the device.  The former condition is illustrated in figure 6-11 while the latter is shown in 
figure 6-12.  SEM imaging of devices tested in this manner revealed evidence of micro-
explosion phenomena.  The change in the FEM image observed during these tests may be 
indicative of electromigration induced protrusion formation seen in other FE cathode 








Figure 6-9: FEM images taken of a VACNF gated cathode operating at 900 nA.  Images 










Figure 6-10: FEM images taken of a VACNF gated cathode operating at (a) 1 µA (b) 2.8 
uA.  The lobed patterns were eliminated after operation at IFE = 1 µA for 1 hr.  The 








Figure 6-11: FEM images of a VACNF gated cathode operating at 3.2 uA taken at 30 sec 








Figure 6-12: FEM images taken of a VACNF gated cathode during catastrophic failure.  
During device failure, an arc occurs between the tip and the sample, causing the the 
perimeter of the phosphor screen to illuminate at low intensity.   
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6.3 VACNF-based FE sources with an integrated focusing electrode 
 
The FEM testing performed on the VACNF gated cathodes discussed above 
strongly suggests that the FE from VACNF at low currents is dominated by resonant 
tunneling through an adsorbed molecule on the cathode tip.  Increasing the level of IFE  
led to a spatially unstable FEM image until the adsorbed molecules were desorbed due to 
heating of the tip.  Prolonged operation at this level of IFE lead to the eventual destruction 
of the device.  This behavior significantly complicates the testing of focused devices.  As 
discussed in Chapter 4, operation at different values of Vf leads to a change in Etip 
corresponding to a change in IFE.  Changes in IFE clearly correspond to changes in the 
size of the image produced on the phosphor anode independent of the use of a focusing 
electrode.  Thus to verify that refocusing of the emitted beam was occurring, the 
experimentally observed results from focus testing were compared to a numeric 
simulation of device operation. 
 
6.3.1 Experimental verification of device operation: dc I-V characterization 
 
The experimental setup used for testing the focusing behavior of the devices was 
similar to the ones used for the gated cathode I-V testing and FEM imaging (refer to 
figure 6-13).  A conductive glass anode coated with a phosphor placed 6.7 mm directly 
above the Si substrate containing the VACNF-based FE devices was also used.  KI model 







Figure 6-13: Testing configuration for VACNF-based FE sources with an integrated 
focusing electrode. 
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test, a separate SMU was connected to the cathode, gate, focusing electrode and anode.  
During all device testing, the voltage on the gate electrode, Vg, was held at 0 V, and the 
voltage on the anode, Va, was fixed at 1 kV.  The anode, gate, focus electrode and 
substrate currents were measured as the voltage on the cathode, Vc, and focus electrode, 
Vf, were varied independently from 0 V to -80 V.  Only individual devices containing a 
single VACNF emitter were analyzed. 
Devices were conditioned by using the KI 2410 connected to the cathode to vary 
Vc such that a 50 nA beam was emitted from the VACNF.  During this process Vf and Vg 
were set to 0 V (refer to figure 6-14 (a)).  Once reasonably stable operation of the device 
was achieved, FE current vs. voltage, I-V, data was obtained by sweeping the cathode 
voltage from 0 to -75 V while setting Vg and Vf at 0 V (refer to figure 6-14 (b)).   
 
6.3.2 Experimental verification of device operation: beam focusing 
 
The focusing performance of the device was investigated by capturing the image 
of the emitted electron beam on the phosphor anode using a color digital video camera.  
Images of the beam taken at Vc  = –80 V, Vg = 0 V and Vf  = 0 V, –60 V, –65 V, –70 V 
and –75 V are shown in figure 6-15 (a)-(e), respectively.  The scale bar in each image is 2 
mm.  Each image was processed by first inverting the RGB image followed by 
converting it to grayscale.  No further processing was performed.  The emitted current for 
these tests ranged between 500 nA for Vf = 0 V and 100 nA for Vf = -75 V.  This decrease 






Figure 6-14: (a) Vc required to source 50 nA of current over an interval of 60 sec 
following device conditioning where Vf  = Vg = 0 V.  (b) Ia measured during an FE I-V 
curve of a single device where Vf  = Vg = 0 V.  INSET: Corresponding Fowler-Nordheim 





Figure 6-15: Images of the electron beam emitted from a single operating device for Vf of 
(a) 0 V, (b) –60 V, (c) –65 V, (d) -70 V and (e) -75 V displayed on a phosphor imaging 
anode.  The images were obtained using a color digital video camera and exported as 
RGB images.  Each image was processed by first inverting the RGB image followed by 
converting it to grayscale.  No further image processing was performed. 
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Vf.  Attempts to operate the devices at focusing voltages lower than –75 V lead to over 
focusing of the beam.  Under these conditions more than 95 % of the emitted beam was 
intercepted by the gate electrode and no image was visible on the phosphor anode.  At Vf 
= –75 V, less than 1 % of the emitted beam was collected by the gate and focus 
electrodes.  In contrast, 3-5% of the emitted current was routinely collected by the focus 
electrode for Vf  = 0 V.   
 
6.3.3 Simulation of experimentally observed focusing behavior 
 
In order to examine whether focusing of the emitted beam was responsible for the 
behavior observed in figure 6-14, the experimentally obtained results were compared 
against a numerical simulation of the tested device.  Simulations were conducted using a 
commercially available software package, Lorentz 2D from Integrated Engineering 
Software.  This program uses the boundary element method (BEM) and is designed for 
the purpose of ray tracing of charged particles. The BEM technique solves for the charge 
distribution on the boundaries of a user-defined structure based on an integral 
formulation.  The electric field is computed from this charge distribution and is 
subsequently used to perform ray tracing of charged particles.  This computation assumes 
cylindrical symmetry about the z-axis.   
The simulation model presented in this work was based on the geometry of the 
device structure used to produce the images shown in figure 6-15.  The dimensions agree 
with those shown in figure 4-7 with the exception of the diameter of the gate and focus 
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electrode apertures.  These values were measured in an SEM as 1.6 and 2.2 µm, 
respectively.  Figure 6-16 (a) and (d) show the equipotential lines calculated from the 
charge distribution on the boundaries present in the device for Vf  = 0 V and -75 V, 
respectively.  Vc, Vg and Va were fixed at -80V, 0V, 1000V, respectively, in both 
calculations.   
A series of simulations was conducted to determine the angular distribution of the 
electron emission over the emitter tip required to produce the experimentally observed 
value of the emitted beam diameter for each operating condition.  For a value of Vf  = 0 
V, emission distributed over an assumed 60 ° half-angle produced the experimentally 
observed 3.9 mm diameter beam.  These conditions also produced rays that were 
intercepted by the focusing electrode, agreeing with experimental observations of focus 
electrode current at this operating point.   The results of these simulations are shown in 
figure 6-16 (b) and (c).  For a value of Vf  = -75 V, emission distributed over a 15 ° half-
angle produced the experimentally observed 0.280 mm diameter beam.  The results of 
these simulations are shown in figure 6-16 (e) and (f).  It is worth noting that use of a 15 ° 
half-angle of emission for the Vf  = 0 V case produced a beam 0.93 mm in diameter with 
no trajectories intercepting the focus electrode.  This illustrates the point that while the 
emitted beam diameter is highly dependent on the angular distribution of electron 
emission at the VACNF tip, it cannot completely account for the experimentally observed 





Figure 6-16: Simulation of device performance for Vg = 0V, Vc = -80V, Va = 1kV.  Vf = 
0V (a)-(c) and Vf = –75 V (d)-(f).  (a) and (d) equipotential plots for the tested device.  
The contour closest to the cathode in each plot represents –70 V.  Contours were plotted 
in increments of 10 V.  (b) and (e) calculated electron trajectories for a half angle of 
emission of 60 ° and  15 °, respectively.  (c) and (f) calculated electron trajectories at a 






In this work the design, fabrication and characterization of integrated FE devices 
using single VACNF cathodes was conducted.  Methods for incorporating the VACNF 
into microfabricated FE devices were developed through a series of simple experiments.  
These experiments established processing techniques that were both compatible with 
large scale integrated circuit production technologies and single VACNF growth.   
Use of the processing techniques developed in this work resulted in the 
demonstration of self-aligned gated cathode electron sources capable of high operational 
efficiencies.  These devices displayed reproducible operating characteristics at IFE <50 
nA.  However, I-V data also yielded unexpectedly low values for Vth; unrealistic values 
for β and α were obtained by plotting the I-V data in Fowler-Nordheim coordinates.   
Testing of these devices at higher operating currents revealed increasingly 
unstable operation.  I-V curves obtained in this regime was indicative of FE from multiple 
emission sites with different physical parameters.  In order to investigate the cause of this 
behavior FEM was used to examine the emission patterns during device operation.  This 
technique revealed that the electron beam was contained within a small, spatially 
consistent spot at low levels of IFE.  FEM performed on devices operating at higher 
currents strongly suggested that FE was occurring through resonant energy levels 
presented by adatoms on the VACNF tip.  The characteristic multi-lobe patterns observed 
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for CNT [47] and refractory metal [1] cathodes were recorded.  Operation at currents of 1 
µA lead to the desporption of the adsorbate molecules and the consequent elimination of 
the lobe patterns.  Prolonged operation at currents of 2-3 µA lead to device failure.    
An extension of the fabrication techniques used to produce the self-aligned gated 
cathode structures realized microfabricated electron sources with integrated focusing 
electrodes.  The focusing behavior of these devices was examined as a function of the 
potential placed on the focusing electrode.  Images recorded on a phosphor coated 
conductive glass anode during these tests were recorded using a digital color video 
camera.  Numeric simulations of the device were used to verify that the change in the 
emitted beam was a consequence of electrostatic focusing of the electron trajectories 
emerging from the VACNF tip.  These simulations confirmed that refocusing of the beam 
was occurring.   
 
7.1 Future work and potential applications 
 
The fabrication process used to create VACNF-based FE sources with integrated 
focusing electrodes can be extended to synthesize device structures with an increased 
number of focusing elements.  By repeating the thin film deposition and patterning steps 
outlined in figure 5-4 this is readily achieved.  SEM images of the results of this process 
are shown in figure 7-1.  These images demonstrate that the concentric alignment of three 
electrode apertures is possible using these processing techniques.  At this time, these 
devices have not been tested.  Detailed modeling of the performance of these devices is 









Figure 7-1: SEM images of a VACNF-based FE electron source with two electrostatic 
focusing elements shown at (a) normal incidence and (b) 20 º from normal incidence. 
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 Integrated VACNF-based FE devices capable of producing focused electron 
beams may find application in creating a parallel electron beam lithography system.  As 
discussed in Chapters 1 and 4, nanostructured graphitic carbon-based materials are robust 
FE cathodes capable of operation in less than ideal environments.  This makes the 
focused VACNF sources an ideal match for a lithography application where the electron 
sources will be placed in close proximity to the substrate being exposed.  This concept is 
currently being developed by Baylor, et al [6] and is shown schematically in figure 7-2.  
Arrays of focused VACNF-based FE devices fabricated on top of control electronics can 
be turned on and off to create a “virtual” mask.  Using an extremely dense array, this type 
of system may have a competitive throughput rate to optical lithography systems while 
achieving a resolution on the order of 50 nm.  An experiment to verify the use of focused 
VACNF sources for lithography is currently underway. 
 
 
Figure 7-2: Diagram of the lithography system concept based on arrays of focused 
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